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LOGLINE
After being released from prison, a
journeyman fighter who is concealing a
mortal secret, seeks out his estranged
trainer, setting them on an unlikely
journey of redemption, forgiveness and
personal salvation.
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The story of Roman Volkov and Paul Anconi is an exposé on the
brutal reality of professional boxing in and out of the ring.
Roman was once a top heavyweight contender on his way to a
world title but had his life ripped apart abruptly when charged with
an eight-year prison sentence after assaulting a cop during a melee
that erupted in immediate aftermath of a boxing match.

SYNOPSIS

Roman emerges from prison with grace and humility, yet concealing a
tragic secret - early signs of CTE. He spends his days working at a
menial job and his nights pouring himself into his true gift - painting.
In an act of desperation and with no viable future, Roman seeks out
his estranged trainer Paul Anconi. Paul was a perfect concoction of a
world-renowned boxing trainer and a self-destructive addict. He has
been living a quiet and sober life far away from the fight game - until
Roman shows up without notice.
Roman knows that a fighter, especially one his age, is a disposable
commodity. He is past his shelf life. Roman and Paul know time is
of the essence as they look to turn back the clock one last time in a
sport that punishes those who hang around too long. Seasoned and
weathered, the two men embark upon an unlikely journey that does
not end under the bright lights, but in the shadows of solidarity.

THE CAST

PAUL
ANCONI
Haunted by the mistakes of his past, Paul has been living a sober
life for years away from the world he once dominated as a
world-class, highly competitive boxing trainer. Roman Volkov was
the best boxer Paul had ever trained and together they reigned
supreme for a short, but glorious run until both of their lives came
crashing down.
They share a tangled past of resentment, mistrust and
disappointment for the business of boxing, for each other,
and themselves.
When Roman shows up unannounced at Paul’s place after almost
ten years, the two men embark upon an unexpected journey of
redemption, forgiveness and personal salvation.

ROMAN
VOLKOV
Fresh off an eight-year prison sentence for committing the cardinal
sin in boxing (fighting with loaded gloves) and
assault on a police officer, Roman now spends his days on
parole, working in a French/Algerian deli.
A far cry from his glory days, when he was marked to be a
future world champion, Roman now contends with the brutal
consequences of neurological damage from his boxing career.
A chance encounter with Artie Denato, his corrupt, ex- promoter
pulls Roman back into the world of boxing. Alone and with no viable
future, Roman decides to lace up his gloves again – only this time
with a veteran boxer’s deep
understanding of the dirty business.
Having been blacklisted by the boxing community, he seeks out his
estranged ex-trainer, Paul, who he blames for his fall from grace. The
two men embark on a journey of personal salvation and the rare
opportunity to carve out a greater existence after the final bell has rung.

ARTIE
DENATO
Artie always looks after number one, himself/herself.
A former, small time local fighter who never had the
talent to knock a cherry off an ice cream sundae, Artie
turned their street prowess to promoting, and exploiting
fighters.
They pivoted their career to fixing, setting up, and matchmaking fights with the sole purpose of lining their pockets.
Artie is a modern-day vulture and has only become more
arrogant and brash through the years of Roman’s
incarceration. They use and abuse fighters as nothing more
than a pound of flesh, who have nowhere else to turn.
With their dreams of becoming a big-time promoter
dashed, they relish the local power they wield.

MR.
MONTAGNÉ
Masked by his warm smile, piercing eyes and the gait of a man who
has no fear, Mr. Montagné is many things.
He is an illicit, black-market businessman, restaurateur and a
renaissance man, who is a connoisseur of the finer things. Versed in
poetry, art and music, he also happens to be an avid supporter of the
craft of boxing.
Mr. Montagné is an immigrant success story who lives by a code of
ethics, samurai like, that puts honor above everything else. He molded
the American dream to his own tastes with ambition and a razor-sharp
business acumen.
He has carved out an impressive fiscal reservoir and by a strange twist
of fate, he is also Roman's biggest supporter and in a certain sense,
savior.

Honest, tough,, beautiful - Crystal would have been a
star if she had been an actress, or a champion had she
stepped into the ring. However, Crystal’s fight is outside
of the ring, seeking legal justice for her clients.

CRYSTAL

A single mother, she does everything in her power to
raise her son to become a man of principal and
character.
Crystal’s Uncle Eddie has been in the fight game since
time immemorial and having grown up in and around
that world, she has seen the dirty game of prizefighting
ensure misfortune to family and loved ones.

EDDIE

Honest and fair, Eddie is a salt-of-the-earth old soul, who
does not suffer fools. Having seen and experienced
everything there is to in boxing, he chose to leave pro
boxing long ago. Eddie only allows young amateurs and
kids to train in his neighborhood gym. In his many
decades in the sport, he has tutored and saved hundreds
from the lure of the streets.
Eddie keeps himself busy by helping the community
youth and staying up to date on the latest celebrity news.
The past comes roaring back, when Roman shows up
unannounced, like a long-lost son. Eddie must break his
golden rule of no professionals in the gym and tolerates
Paul, whom he had a falling out with years ago, allowing
him to train Roman under his watchful, critical and weary
eyes.

JEFF

With Hollywood looks and a highlight-reel talent he was
considered a dynamic and charismatic contender who had
the potential to become a world champion.
However, his boxing career was cut short due to chronic
hand injuries. After breaking his hands for the third time
in his last fight he was forced to retire. Upon his exodus
from the ring, he discovered his true genius as a top tier
boxing trainer to professionals and amateurs alike. A true
connoisseur of boxing, Jeff is the definition of a gym rat,
spending all his time in and around the boxing world. He
dresses sharp, talks even sharper and is loved or feared
depending on who you ask.
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$1.6M
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INDEPENDENT FILM
OPPORTUNITY
Over the past decade, the average cost of a studio film theatrical release has increased to $89.4 million.
This is due to the fact that studios are increasingly relying on franchise films (>$100 million in expected
revenues).
As costs for these franchise films increase, studios are producing fewer films
in-house (decreasing from approximately 15 to 6 per year).
Consequently, as studios decrease production, they increasingly depend on independent suppliers to
provide high-quality products to the studios, whose distribution systems have excess capacity.
Independent producers and filmmakers can own and control the film they finance by
licensing the distribution rights to a major studio.
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